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STABILIZATION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
BY TIME-DELAY FEEDBACK CONTROLS II*
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JIONGMIN YONG1

The University of Texas at Austin

Abstract. The notion of uniform r-stabilizability for linear autonomous systems is

introduced. Some abstract characterizations and easy-to-check necessary conditions

and sufficient conditions are given.

1. Introduction. We consider the following system

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (1.1)

where A is an (« x «)-matrix, B is an (n x ra)-matrix, x 6 R", u 6 Rm, and t e R.

For given r > 0, we want to find a feedback control

u(t) - Kx(t - r), (1.2)

which stabilizes (1.1), namely, the solution of

x(t) = Ax(t) + BKx(t - r) (1.3)

for any initial condition is asymptotically stable. This problem was initiated and

discussed by the author in [11],

Definition 1.1. Let r > 0 and system (1.1) (denoted by [A,B]) be given. System

[A, B] is said to be uniformly r-stabilizable if there exists a matrix K such that (1.3)

(denoted by [A, BK\ r]) is asymptotically stable. System [A, B] is said to be uniformly

r-stabilizable if there exists a matrix K such that [A,BK\r'] is asymptotically stable

for all r' e [0, r].

The following result was proved in [11],

Theorem 1.2. Suppose [A,B\ is completely controllable and

a(A) CC"UC°, (1.4)

where a (A) is the spectrum of A, C_ = {A € C | Re A < 0} and C° = {A e C | Re X =

0}. Then, for any r > 0, [A,B] is r-stabilizable. Suppose instead of (1.4), we have

^)CC-uC°uH (1.5)
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where a > 0, and the Jordan blocks of A corresponding to a are of order 1. Then,

for any r > 0 with

ra < 1, (1.6)

the system [A,B] is r-stabilizable.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the uniform r-stabilizability of [A,B]. We

solve the problem for the case a (A) cC"U {0}. For the general case, we give some

abstract characterizations and some necessary conditions. Also, we study some of the

two-dimensional cases. In some cases, we improve the result of Theorem 1.2 above.

2. Stabilization of polynomials-general case. For n > 0, we let

g°n = {zn + pn_xzn~x + •• • + po\pn-\ po e R},

^"-1 = {?«-iz"~' + --- + qo\qn-1 qo e R}, S~x = {0}.

Also, we denote

C" = {AeC| ReA < 0},

C° = {A e C | ReA = 0},

C+ = {AeC| ReA > 0}.

We introduce the following definitions.

Definition 2.1. An entire function H(z) is said to be stable if

jV(H(z)) = {A e C | H(X) = 0} c C~. (2.1)

Definition 2.2. Let r > 0, p(z) e 3°n.

(i) p(z) is said to be /--stabilizable if there exists a q(z) e (£"~x such that p(z) +

q(z)e~rz is stable.

(ii) p(z) is said to be uniformly r-stabilizable if there exists a q(z) € such

that p(z) + q(z)e~r': is stable for all r' e [0,r].

Proposition 2.3. Suppose p(z) e 9°n.

(i) If p(z) is stable, then for any r > 0, p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable.

(ii) If p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable, then p(z) is r'-stabilizable for all r' € [0, r].

Proof, (i) Take q(z) = 0. (ii) By definition. ■

From the above, we see that the only interesting case is that

yT(p{z)) n(C° uC+)^0. (2.2)

Our first result is related to Lemma 3.1 of [11],

Lemma 2.4. Suppose p(z) e 3d", q{z) e @n~x, n > 0, and

H(z\r') = er zp(z) + q(z), r' e [0, r].

Suppose H(z\r') is stable for all r' e [0, r]. Then there exists a q e R such that

H i (z; r') = zH(z;r') + q
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is stable for all r' e [0, r].

Proof. First we write

H(iy,r') = F(y-r') + G(y,r')i,

where F{y\r') and G{y\r') are real-valued functions. We claim that

inf {\yoG(yo-r')\ \F(y0-r') = 0} > 0. (2.3)
0<r'<r

Suppose it is not the case. Then there exist {rm} c [0, r], ym e R such that

I F(ym;rm) = 0,

| lim \ymG{ym\rm)\ = 0.

Since one has

lim \H(iy\r')\ = +oo, uniformly in r' € [0, r],
y—>+00

we can assume that ym —► yo, also rm —► ro G [0, r]. Then, by continuity, one has

F{yo, r0) = 0; yoG{y0\ r0) = 0. (2.4)

By the stability of H(z~,r0), we have

F(0;r0) — H(0;r0) > 0.

Thus, yo ^ 0. Then we obtain from (2.4) that

H(iyo\ro) = F(y0;r0) + G(y0-,r0)i = 0,

which contradicts the stability of //(z;r0). Thus, (2.3) holds. Then, as in [11], by

taking q satisfying

Q<q<\ inf {|yoG(yo;'-')l|f(yo;A-') = 0}, (2.5)
0 <r'<r

we see that H\ (z; r') = zH(z\r') + q is stable for all r' e (0, r]. We need to show that

zH\ (z; 0) + q is also stable. In fact, if it is not stable, then the only possibility is that

for some yo e R,

0 = Hi(ij>o\0) + q

= q + iy0(F{h',0) + G(y0;0)i)
= q - y0G(y0;0) + iy0F(y0-,0)

since q > 0, $>o ̂ 0. Hence, F(yo~,0) = 0. But, then,

0 < IPoG^ojO)! = q < 3 inf {\yoG(yo\r')\ \F{y0\r') = 0}
0<r'<r

< ilj>oG(j>0;0)|.

which is impossible. Hence, zH\{z\r') + q is stable for all r' e [0, r]. ■

We should note that the above proof is based on a theorem of Pontryagin [9], (See

also [1], [4], [6], [11].) The original version of that result for our case was stated

only for r being a positive integer. But it is easily seen that it is true for r being any

positive number (see [6]). Also, we should note that in the above proof, we have to

check for r' = 0 separately.
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Theorem 2.5. Let p(z) - z". Then, for any r > 0, p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable.

Proof. By induction. For n = 0, it is trivially true. Suppose the conclusion is true

for n = k, i.e., there exists a q(z) e $k~{ such that zk + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all

r' e [0, r], This is equivalent to H(z\r') = zker': + q{z) being stable for all r' e [0, r].

Then, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a q e R, such that

zH(z\ r') + q = z(zker'z + q(z)) + q = zk+ler'z + (zq(z) + q)

is stable for all r' e [0, r], We are done. ■

Theorem 2.6. Let p(z) with

sT(p(z)) cC"U{0}. (2.6)

Then, for any r > 0, p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable.

Proof. Let p(z) = zmp0(z) with

yr(Po(z))cC-.

Then, by Theorem 2.5, there exists a q0{z) e such that

yT{er'zzm + q0{z)) cC", Vr'G[0,r].

Then, we let q(z) = qo(z)po(z) £ &n~x, and we have

yV{er'zp(z) + q(z)) = sr(p0(z)(zmer'* + q0(z)))

= yr(p0(z))uyr(zmer'z+ q0{z))cC~, Vr' e[0,r], ■

In [11], we proved that if

yf(p{z)) cC" UC°, (2.7)

then for any r > 0, p(z) is r-stabilizable (not necessarily uniform). The following

result shows that (2.7) is not enough for p(z) to be uniformly r-stabilizable for any

r > 0.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose p(z) e 9°n with yV(p(z)) n C° ^ 0 and

a = max{|A| |A G yV(p(z)) n C0} > 0. (2.8)

Suppose p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable. Then

ra < In. (2.9)

Before proving this theorem, let us make some observations which will lead to

some abstract characterizations of the uniform r-stabilizability.

Let p(z) e 3Pn, q(z) e £"~l, r > 0. We assume (2.2) holds. Then, by [5], we can

see that

Y(p,q) = {y > 0| \p(iy)\ = k(i»|} ^ 0- (2.10)
It is clear that Y(p,q) is symmetric with respect to the origin, i.e., y € Y(p,q) iff

-ye Y(p, q). We define

<p{y) = arg(/>(/»), for p(iy) ± 0,

y/(y) = arg(^(/»), for q(iy) / 0.

For definiteness, we let <p(y) = <p(y + 0), y/{y) = i//(y + 0), for y at which p(iy) = 0

or q(iy) = 0.
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Lemma 2.8. p(z) + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r] iff p(z) + q(z) is stable and

y/{y) + n - r'y - <p{y) ̂ 0 (mod2jr), VyeY(p.q), Vr'e[0,r]. (2.11)

Proof. Let

Q',r') = maxRe./F(/?(z) + q(z)e~rz). (2.12)

Then, we see that p(z) + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r] iff

S(p,q-r')< 0, Vr'e[0,r]. (2.13)

By [2], we know that S(p, q\ ■) is continuous on [0, oo). Thus, (2.12) is equivalent to

the following: p(z) + q(z) is stable and

yr{p(z) + q(z)e-r'z)nC° = 0, Vr'e[0,r]. (2.14)

The above means that

P(iy) ± -q(iy)e~r'y, Vy e R.

Then, the conclusion of our lemma follows. ■

We note that

lim = 0. (2.15)
y-oo \p(iy)\

Thus, one has

y = max Y{p, q) = y(p, q) < oo. (2.16)

The following corollary is obvious (see (2.11)).

Corollary 2.9. If p{z) + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r], then

ry(p,q)<2n. (2.17)

Proof of Theorem 2.7. By (2.8), we see that

ai € yV(p{z)).

Thus, by (2.15), we see that

Y(p, q) n {a, oo) ^ 0.

Hence, a < y(p,q) and (2.9) follows from (2.17). ■

Next, we let

'o"-'(/>) = {qe&n-l\S(p,q-,0)<0}, (2.18)

where 5(p,q\r') is defined in (2.12). Then, for any q e&Q {p), 0 £ Y(p,q) and

y/{y) + it - <p{y) £ 0(mod2^), VyeY(p,q).

Thus,

0 < d(p, q) = min (y/{y) + it - <p{y) - In )}• (2-19)
yeY(p.q) [y \ [ in J)

where [x] is the greatest integer < x.
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Lemma 2.10. Let p(z) € 3°n and let (2.2) hold. Let q(z) € Sn Then, p(z) +

q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r] iff

q(z) e ^~l(p),

(2.20)
r< 6(p, q).

Proof. Sufficiency. If (2.20) holds, then

>00 + n - <p(y)
0 < ry < i//(y) + n - <p{y) - 2n

2n
< 27i, Vy € Y(p, q).

Hence (2.11) holds and Lemma 2.8 applies.

Necessity. If p(z) + q{z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0,r], then it is necessary that

q{z) € $q~x{p). Now, if r > 6{p,q), then there exists a y\ e Y(p,q), r, e [0,r],

such that

^ ! i//{yi) + 7i-(p{yi)-27i
y{y\) + 7i - tpjyi)

2 71

Thus,

^(^i) + n-rxyx- <p{yx) = 0 (mod27r).

This implies iy\ e J/'(p(z) + q(z)e~r,z) and then p(z)+q(z)e~r,z is not stable. Hence

(2.20) must be true. ■

Then, we have the following characterization of the uniform r-stabilizability.

Theorem 2.11. Let p(z) 6 &n and (2.2) hold. Then p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable

iff
r< sup d(p,q) = 6{p). (2.21)

Next, let us look at another characterization of the uniform r-stability of p(z).

Let p(z) e S6", q{z) e &n~x and let (2.2) hold. Then, by [2] and [5], we see that

R{p,q) - min{r > 01 S{p, q\ r) > 0} (2.22)

is well-defined. We let

R(p) = sup r{p,q). (2.23)

Then we have the following:

Theorem 2.12. Let p(z) e ZPn and let (2.2) hold. Then p(z) is uniformly r-

stabilizable iff

r<R(p). (2.24)

The proof is obvious.

By Theorems 2.11 and 2.12, we see that

6(p) = R(p), (2.25)

provided p{z) with (2.2).

3. Stabilization of polynomials of degree two. In this section, we will discuss some

interesting cases for polynomials of degree two.

From [11], we know that p(z) = z2 - az, with a > 0, is r-stabilizable if ra < 1.

Unexpectedly, we have the following:
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Theorem 3.1. Let p(z) = z2 - az, a > 0. Then for any r > 0, p(z) is uniformly

r-stabilizable.

Proof. Let qo > 0, qt > a > 0 be undetermined. Let

q{z) — q\Z + qo.

Then, it is clear that q(z) e &q(p) (see (2.18)), namely p{z) + q(z) is stable. Now,

we consider the following equation:

\p{iy)\ = \q{iy) I- (3.1)

It is equivalent to

y4 + (a2 - q\)y2 - ql = 0.

Then, notice qo > 0 and q\ > a, we see that Y(p,q) (see (2.10)) only contains the

following element:

y o =
\

q2 -a2 + yj\q2 - a2)2 + Aq{

2

It is clear that as qo —>► 0, q\ —* a, we have y0 —1h 0. Thus, for any r > 0, one can find

qo > 0 and q\ > a, such that

ry0<tan_l—. (3.2)
y o

We claim that for such a choice of qo and q\, p(z)+q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r].

In fact, let us define, for y > 0,

<p(y) = arg(p(iy)) = arg(-y2 - ayi) = -n - tan-1 ^ e ( - n, ,

Then

V{y) = arg (q(iy)) = arg (q0 + q,yi) = tan 1
Qo

w(y) + n - r'y - <p(y) - tan 1 + 2n - r'y + tan 1 —.
<7o y

Noting (3.2), we have, for all r' e [0, r], that

0 < tan-1 - ryo + tan-1 — < tan-1 - r'y0 + tan-1 —
qo yo Qo yo

< tan-1 + tan-1 — < n.
Qo yo

Thus,

v(yo) + n- r'yo ~ <P(yo) £ o (mod 2n), Vr' e [0, r].

Then, our conclusion follows from Lemma 2.8. ■

By Theorem 2.7, we see that if p(z) = z2 + a2 is uniformly r-stabilizable, then

ra < 27i. Our next result gives a sufficient condition for z2 + a2 being uniformly

r-stabilizable.
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Theorem 3.2. Let p(z) = z2 + a2, a> 0. Suppose r > 0 satisfying

ra < n/sfl. (3.3)

Then, p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable.

Proof. Let q(z) = q\z + q0, q\ > 0, q0 € (-a2,0) be undetermined. Then, we see

that p(z) + q(z) is stable and in the present case, equation (3.1) is equivalent to

y4 - (q2 + 2a2)y2 + a4 - q\ = 0.

Thus, it has exactly two solutions on [0, oo), namely

'± = \

q\ + 2a2 ± J\q2 + 2a2)2 - 4(a4 - q2)
 , y+e(a,oo), y_e(0,a).

2
(3.4)

Next, we let, for y > 0,

a , , (0, ye [0, a),
<p{y) = arg(p(iy)) = arg(a2 - y2)

y e {a, oo).

y/{y) = arg(<7(i») = arg(q0 + Q\yi) = n - tan 1 ̂  e n

Then, from (3.4), we see that as qo —> -a2, q\ —► 0, one has y+ —+ \/2a, y_ —► 0.

Thus, for r < n/(V2a), there exist q\ > 0 and 0 > qo > -a2, such that

1
r < —

y+ ^f). (3.5)
Then, under this choice of qo, q\, we have for all r' e [0, r],

<7i>

kol
n > w(y+) + n - r'y+ - cp{y+) = n - tan 1 - r'y+

> n - tan 1 - ry+ > 0,
kol

In > y/{y~) + 7t - r'y_ - <p(y-) = 2n - tan-1 - r'y_
w\

>2n- tan"1 - ry_
koi

>27z - tan"1 - ry+ > 0.
M

Hence, we have

w{y±) + n - r'y± - <p{y±) ̂ 0 (mod27r), Vr' € [0, r].

Then, the theorem follows from Lemma 2.8. ■

Theorem 3.3. Let p(z) = z2 - pxz + po, Pi > 0, po > 0. Suppose p(z) is uniformly

r-stabilizable. Then

r^/pi) < 2n. (3.6)
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Proof. Let q(z) = q{z + q0 be such that p(z) + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' € [0, r].

Then, it is necessary that q\ > p\ > 0 and qo > ~Po- In the present case, equation

(3.1) is equivalent to

y4 + (pf - 2p0 - q\)y2 + p$ - ql = 0.

Thus the largest solution of (3.1) on (0, oo) is

yo{Qo.Q\) = \
q2 - p\ + 2p0 + \J(q\ - Pi)2 + 4po(?f - P2) + 4tf02

2

> yo(qo.Pi) = Vpo + kol > y/Po-

Hence, (3.6) follows from (2.9). ■

Theorem 3.4. Let p(z) = z2 - a2, a > 0. Suppose p(z) is uniformly r-stabilizable.

Then

ra<^. ,3.7)

Proof. Let q(z) = qxz + q0 be such that p(z) + q(z)e~r'z is stable for all r' e [0, r].

Then, it is necessary that q{ > 0 and qo > a2. In the present case, equation (3.1) is

equivalent to

y4 + (2a2 - q2)y2 + a4 - ql = 0.

Thus, the largest root of it on (0, oo) is

yo = \
q] - 2a2 + (q\ - 2a2)2 + 4q% - 4a4

> ,/«L^£i+J£zM <3.8)

= \Jmax(q\,2a2) > V2a.

On the other hand,

<p(y) = arg(p(iy)) = arg{-y2 - a2) = n,

V{y) = arg(^(/y)) = tan-1 y > 0.
Qo

Thus, by Lemma 2.8, for all r' € [0, r],

v{yo

This implies that

V{yo) + n - r'yo - <P(yo) = tan 1 - r'y0 =£ 0 (mod 2n).
qo

_1 OiVn 71
ry0 < tan

Qo 2
Then, (3.7) follows from (3.8) and the above. ■

It is easy to see that all the polynomials we have discussed in this section sat-

isfy (2.2). It seems to us that easy-to-check sufficient conditions for the uniform

r-stabilizability of general polynomials (even of degree 2) are very hard to get. We

will continue the investigation in future publications.
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4. Feedback controls with time-delay. In this section, we will apply the results

obtained in previous sections to linear autonomous systems. For simplicity, we only

discuss single-input systems.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose [A,b] is completely controllable.

(i) Suppose

^)CC"U{0}. (4.1)

Then, for any r > 0, [A, b] is uniformly r-stabilizable.

(ii) Suppose

{0, a) C a (A) C C~ U {0} U {a}, (4.2)

with a > 0 being a simple eigenvalue of A. Then, for any r > 0, [A,b] is

uniformly r-stabilizable.

(iii) Suppose

{±ai} c <j(A) c C~ U {0} U {±ai}, (4.3)

with a > 0, and ±ai are simple eigenvalues of A and r > 0,

ra < 7i/V2. (4.4)

Then [A, b] is uniformly r-stabilizable.

Proof. Since [A, b] is completely controllable, by [10], we know that [A, b] has the

following canonical representation:

( 0 1 A f0\
0 0

A = b =
0

V 1 /

(4.5)

0 1

\~P0 ~P\ ■■■ ~Pn-2 —Pn-lJ

Then, if k = (-<?o> -Q1. • • •. -Qn-i)T G R", one has that, for r > 0,

det(z/ - A- bkTe~rz) = z" + pn-\zn~l -f h p0 + {qn-\zn~x H f q0)e~rz.

Thus, we see that the (uniform) r-stabilizability of [A,b] is equivalent to the (uni-

form) r-stabilizability of p(z) — det(z/ - A). Hence, the results of §§2, 3 are appli-

cable.

Thus, (i) follows from Theorem 2.6. To prove (ii), we notice that under our

assumption, one has

p(z) = det(zl - A) = (z2 - az)po(z),

where yy{po(z)) c C_ U {0}. Then, for any r > 0, by Theorem 3.1, one has q\,

qo € R, such that

z2 -az + (q{ z + qo)e~r': = e~r'zg(z\r')

is stable for all r' € [0, r]. Then by the proof of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.6, we

get (ii). We can similarly prove (iii) by using Theorem 3.2 instead of using Theorem

3.1 in the proof of (ii). ■
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose [A, b] is completely controllable. Let

a = max{|/l| | A e a(A) n C0}. (4.6)

Suppose [A,b] is uniformly r-stabilizable. Then

ra < In. (4.7)

Proof. Using the representation (4.5), we can get our conclusion immediately by

applying Theorem 2.7. ■

It is clear that we can state and prove some other necessary conditions for the

uniform r-stabilizability of [A,b] (corresponding to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). Also,

the corresponding results of the above for multi-input systems [A,B] can also be

stated and proved. We omit these details here. To close this section, we give the

following

Theorem 4.3. Suppose [A, b] is completely controllable and

{0, a} C a (A) C C" U C° U {a}, (4.8)

with a > 0 being a simple eigenvalue of A. Then, for any r > 0, [A, b] is r-stabilizable.

This result improves Theorem 6.1 of [11] (stated as Theorem 1.2 in §1) in some

sense.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. In the present case, we have, by using (4.5),

p(z') = det(z/ - A) = (z2 - az)po(z), (4.9)

with J^ipoiz)) C C~ UC°. Then by Theorem 3.1, for any r > 0 there exist q\, qo e R,

such that erz(z2 - az) + q\z + qo is stable. Then, using the technique of [11], we can

get the r-stabilizability of [A, b]. ■
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